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Who we are
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Customers demand quality and timeliness.  provides both.Outboxd

We know that products need great shelves, racks, and kiosks to show their best. 

That people need attractive desks and cabinets to work at their best. Moreover, 

these displays, fixtures, and furniture need to arrive at a specific date for the most 

discerning of clients.

The reason that we know this is because we started by building them for 

ourselves. Organizing activations and events, as well as furnishing our office in the 

Philippines helped us to understand your penchant for creativity, the kind that 

leaves you inspired. 
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Companies redefine workspaces as times change. With this in mind, Outboxed 

has developed a desking system that combines cutting-edge design with 

efficient installation. Named after the Italian word that means “to assemble,” a 

montare desk is meant to be set up or reconfigured quickly when the 

organization needs to pivot. For better or worse, these days, change happens 

all the time. And that’s what we’re here to help with.

Designed for change
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The montare desking system aligns with five (5) values for working and leisure 

both at the office and at home.

Collaboration

Teams work better together and in 

spaces that balance both privacy and 

open discussion. Here, we create 

collaborative spaces where individuals 

can interact and discuss work on their 

own with ease.

Consistency of standards

A flexible workspace does not have to 

be untidy or disorganized. That is why 

our design focuses on teams that can 

be formed and reformed around the 

requirements of projects and activities, 

not pods of desks, all while making sure 

that all our components are versatile 

enough for different setups.

Adaptability

Montare has a lot of different materials 

to match the overall interior theme of 

your office whether this be at a 

corporate setting or at home. We’ve 

got a range of soft and hard surfaces 

for different needs.

Mobility

Our desks are built on the notion that 

individuals work in a wide range of 

spaces and settings. What we’ve built is 

a system that enables highly focused 

work while at the same time 

encouraging discussion                      

and collaboration.

Versatility

We’ve built are desks to be versatile 

enough for the office or your home. 

Why? Because we understand that are 

work and home lives are more 

intertwined than ever.

Montare has four (4) key features that make it easy to install and use.

Design features

Easy cable management

In a connected workspace, convenient 

cable installation is makes life so much 

more pleasant. With montare, you don’t 

have to duck and crouch to access the 

cable tray. Our cable tray system makes 

the desk a joy to set up and
great to look at.

Expandability

Workspaces often need to be added 

onto at the snap of a finger. With our 

modular design approach, your office 

furniture adapts as your                

company grows.

Cost-effectiveness

Modularity doesn’t just equal 

convenience and a gorgeous design, it 

makes for an affordable desk as well. 

Imagine finally paying the right price 

for your world-class office.

Aesthetics

Our design aesthetic can be summed 

up in three words: consistency, order 

and minimalist. It’s a modern 

philosophy for a rapidly changing 

world.

What we value
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Work environment

We believe in nurturing work cultures through workspace planning. Our goal 

has always been to come up with design solutions that improve interactions 

between co-workers on a day-to-day basis.

We know that as creative people, we 

are often need a desk that can 

accommodate our computer as well as 

some open space to place our ideas on 

paper (or tablet).

For creative individuals

More senior decision-makers

Executives often need a more spacious 

desking system. Our executive desks 

are designed for the arduous task of 

thinking and decision-making.

For managers

Managers, like creative individuals, need 

a wide range table but need space for 

filling his/her documents. L-Shaped 

workstation is what Montare has to 

offer to fill the need for            

additional space.
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Model: Linear L-shape

Sizes: 1400mm Depth (Cluster of 2)

Legs: V-legs



Linear montare

Linear montare offers a traditional rectangular worktop with modern features. 

This is most suitable for offices that prefer a more classic and straightforward 

desking style. A rectangular worktop is ideal to maximize small office spaces, 

and with proper office planning, it can also make an elegant workspace out of a 

smaller area.

If you want a simple and minimal style workstation. Linear montare is an ideal 

choice for you.
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Specifications

Rectangular montare has various lengths of worktop: ranging from 1000 to 

1800mm long. And we already sorted out which are the ideal lengths              

for your office.

Rectangular Details and features

Fabric
Screen panel

Laminated worktop
with Cable access

Powder coated
V - legs

Cluster of 3 rectangular montare

Frameless screen panel Powder coated metal legs

Understructure and Cable tray

1800 Length

1200 Length 1400 Length 1500 Length

1600 Length
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HCastro

Model: Linear Rectangular

Sizes: 1200mm Length (Cluster of 6)

Legs: V-legs



Cluster of L-shaped montare

Frameless screen panel Cable access

Understructure and Cable tray1200 Depth
w/ cornertop

1400 Depth
w/ cornertop

Specifications

L-shape can range from 1000 to 1800mm length of work top and with a 

600mm to 1000mm length of corner worktop as an additional workspace. So 

you can place all the necessary tools for work and be more productive.

L-shape Details and features

Fabric
Screen panel

Laminated worktop
with Cable access

Powder coated
V - legs

1600 Depth
w/ cornertop

1200 Depth
w/ cornertop
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Model: Linear L-shape

Sizes: 1200mm Depth (Cluster of 4)

Legs: V-legs



Organic montare

Organic montare is for workspaces where the aesthetic leans towards smooth, 

rounded, organic shapes. The relaxing curved worktop is not just for looks, the 

design also mitigates work-related problems that have to do with long hours of 

using the computer. It is also designed with an optimal reach zone; it avoids 

leaning forward unnecessarily and helps the user improve their posture.

If you like modern and playful style for your office, choose Organic.
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Specifications

Our Organic L desk has various lengths of worktops like the classic one, but this 

variant comes with longer worktops. Ranging from 1400mm to 1800mm long 

and has a wider width alone and can be longer with the help of the length of a 

side table.

Organic L

1400 LENGTH 1600 LENGTH

1800 LENGTH

Details and features

Curved worktop

Modesty panel and wireway legs Frameless screen panel

Understructure and Cable tray

Fabric
Screen panel

Laminated worktop
with Cable access

Powder coated
V - legs
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HCastro

Model: Organic L

Sizes: 1400mm Length (Cluster of 2 & 4)

Legs: V-legs



Specifications

The 120° desking system offers a playful approach to your office. Designed to 

connect individual desks into clusters, the 120° gives the planner numerous 

creative options for the office layout.

120°

Understructure and Cable tray

Cluster of 6

120° Table Cable traySINGLE

CLUSTER OF 3

CLUSTER OF 2

Fabric
Screen panel

Laminated worktop
with Cable access

Powder coated
V - legs

Details and features
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HCastro

Model: 120 Degrees

Sizes: Cluster of 6

Legs: V-legs



Conference table

The conference table is a key element to consider if you want to make sure your 

meetings go smoothly and important decisions are made with the utmost care. 

Imagine working on a conference table with pristine cable management, 

designed with the comfort, structural integrity and aesthetic of the       

executive in mind.

HCastro
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6 SEATER TABLE 8 SEATER TABLE 8 & 10 SEATER TABLE

Specifications Conference

Conference table come with a variety of lengths and widths. Take your pick.
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Gooseneck cable management

Solid wood worktop White painted legs

V-shaped legs

Details and features

Laminated worktop
with Cable access

Powder coated
V - legs
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Model: Conference Table

Sizes: 6 seater

Legs: V-legs



Materials options

Montare offers different color options for every component that you 

choose. You can either choose a color, wood grain or solid wood for 

your worktops. We also have plenty of variants for leg, and with 

options for the color of your choice for all the metal parts.
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Components

Legs

V-type

Screen panel

Screen panel

Worktop

U-type Sled type

*ask your sales for full swatches

*ask your sales for full swatches

Double sided wirewaySingle side wireway

Vertical
cable management

Single
wireway leg

Wireway leg

Wireways

White

Outboxd Red

Black Silver

Nude Gray
Stiffener

Single stiffener

Cable access

Worktop
with cable access
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Individual

Share

Collective

Open plan configurations

Individual space is for more focused work.

A shared workspace is for collaboration with two people who work in clusters 

of tables.

A collective workspace is usually shared among      

four to six people.
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Open plan solutions that support a variety of individual work styles and provide 

opportunities for collaboration are in high demand.



OUTBOXED
SOLUTIONS
INC.

www.outboxd.net

build@outboxd.net

(+632) 8370-9069

Warehouse: 48 AGS Compound, D. Bonifacio St. Canumay East, Valenzuela City, Philippines 1447

Satellite Office: 2F M&J Building, 123 Don A. Roces Ave, Diliman, Quezon City, 1100

Main Office: 94 Scout Castor St., Bgy. Laging Handa, Quezon City 1103
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